
SCHOOLS

How MEF Supplements the Good Work 
Being Done in Chicago SCHOOLS

(over)

• The Midtown Educational Foundation focuses on 
   low-income, academically average students who need 
   individual attention to reach their potential.  

MEF is a great partner organization because it adds to and reinforces the work done in 
schools at no cost to the schools. 

After-school programs at Midtown and Metro begin in the early evening hours so they 
don’t interfere with school-based after-school programming and extracurricular activities. 

With supplemental help, more students and schools can better achieve targeted 
performance benchmarks.

• MEF supports parents in their roles as primary supporters of their children’s education  
   and development by offering robust parenting programs. 

Family factors play a huge role in the academic success of students.  By strengthening 
families through improved and effective communication, MEF helps tackle problems that 
schools often face, dealing with negative behavior and absenteeism often caused by the 
family home environment.

• MEF offers a virtue-based character education curriculum
   as well as individual mentoring to help students learn 
   good habits that will help them be successful as students 
   and citizens. 

Schools regularly have to deal with bullying and 
anti-social behaviors.  MEF’s holistic approach in helping 
students grow in character supports what schools are 
trying to achieve.

Students take their education seriously and treat one 
another with respect and compassion.

 “You can’t serve children 

outside of the context of the 

family.  Family is the most 

important thing to children.”  

Erwin McEwen, 
former Executive Director of the 
Illinois Department of Children & 
Family Services



PrOOf THAT IT WOrkS (yearly averages)

• 97% of MEF students achieve a 90% or higher  attendance rate at school.

• 93% of students report fewer than 10 tardy arrivals during  the school year.

• 85% of students say their grades at school improve because of MEF.

• 69% of students achieve a B or better in English and math.

• 92% of eighth-grade students enroll in college prep high schools.

• 100% of high school seniors graduate and enroll in college.

• 91% of MEF alumni are either still in college or have graduated according to a recent 
survey. 

“The people of Midtown Educational 

Foundation make it their business to get 

involved in the lives of inner-city kids. They 

become mentors and cheerleaders, tutors 

and best friends of these boys and girls. 

They did that for me. That’s the beauty and 

the secret of MEF: It connects children with 

caring adults and both are enriched, both 

come out ahead.”

 (MEF alumnus, Kellogg M.B.A., member 

of MEF’s Board of Directors)
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